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Dynamics of formation and interaction of photorefractive screening solitons
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An experimental and numerical investigation of the dynamical, time-dependent effects accompanying the
formation and interaction of two-dimensional spatial screening solitons in a photorefractive strontium barium
niobate crystal is performed. These effects include initial diffraction, collapse to the soliton shape, the oscil-
lation of beam diameters, beam bending, and the rotation, twisting, and turning of soliton pairs. The dynamics
of complex spiraling of two incoherent solitons is considered in more detail.@S1063-651X~99!05611-1#

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Tg, 42.65.Hw, 42.65.Jx
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Spatial optical solitons have been the subject of consid
able interest in the past decades. They occur when the
fraction of a light beam during propagation is exactly b
anced by the nonlinear self-focusing effect in the mater
Among others, photorefractive screening solitons can be
ated at extremely low laser powers using a biasing dc elec
field and a background illumination@1–4#. The simplicity of
the generation makes them attractive for applications in
optical beam guiding, switching and logic operations@5–8#.
In addition, screening solitons present a useful tool in
experimental verification of theoretical predictions regard
their generic properties. Indeed, recent experiments w
photorefractive~PR! crystals have led to the demonstratio
of effects as fusion@9,10#, creation@11#, annihilation@12#,
and spiraling@13# of spatial solitons.

All of these effects have been described theoretica
mostly in steady-state situations. Even though tim
dependent effects were readily observed, only a few theo
included time from the onset@14#. In the case of effects
concerning formation and especially interaction of tw
dimensional~2D! spatial solitons, temporal effects becom
essential—a requirement that leads immediatedly to for
dable theoretical and computational problems. We are
aware of numerical procedures that adequately treat the
namics of 2D anisotropic spatial screening solitons and t
interaction. Nonetheless, resolving the temporal developm
of soliton formation and interaction may shed some light
open questions as, e.g., soliton spiraling@15,16# and is the
only way to obtain a complete insight in spatial soliton phy
ics.

Our aim is twofold. First, we present experimental resu
displaying the anomalous anisotropic@17,18# dynamical be-
havior of the formation and interaction of incoherent P
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screening solitons. Second, we explain this behavior in te
of a model that includes the temporal development of soli
formation. In particular, we focus our attention on a ca
where the initial launching conditions create complex int
action scenarios. We will elucidate the question of solit
spiraling, showing both experimentally and numerically ho
the two solitons wind in a complex manner until the bea
are pinned to the attractive well created by the interaction
the biasing electic field and the photorefractive space cha
field.

The formation and interaction of mutually incoherent sp
tial solitons was investigated experimentally in a stand
configuration@11,12,18#. A cerium-doped strontium barium
niobate~SBN! crystal was used as the PR material, havin
size of 13.53535 mm3 (a3b3c). The crystal was biased
with a dc voltage of 2–3 kV applied along its polarc axis ~x
axis of the coordinate system!. One or two circular beams
derived from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (l
5532 nm) were directed by a system of mirrors and be
splitters onto the entrance face~x,y! of the crystal. The rela-
tive angle of the interacting beams could be precisely
justed by the external mirrors. The beams had Gaussian
ameters of; 15mm, an intensity of 2–4mW, and were
polarized along thex axis to make use of the larger 33
electro-optic coefficient. One of the beams was pha
modulated by reflection from a mirror mounted on a piez
electric transducer. Driving the transducer by an ac voltag
several hundred Hertz makes the beams effectively inco
ent due to the slow response of the PR medium. The pro
of soliton formation was always accompanied by se
bending of the soliton’s trajectory~several tens ofmm, de-
pending on the propagation length!. It results from a nonlo-
cal contribution to the nonlinear refractive index chan
@19–21# due to the diffusion of photoexcited charges a
increases when reducing the beam diameter.

The PR nonlinearity has a saturable character. The p
cess of screening is determined by the degree of satura
which is defined as the ratio of the soliton peak intensity
background illumination. To control the saturation, the cry
tal was illuminated by a wide beam derived from a wh
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light source, giving a saturation level of about 2 for a
beams. With these parameters the beams would always
elliptically shaped solitons with a diameter ratio of 1:1
(wx'10mm wide along thex axis!, when propagating indi-
vidually.

Experimental results are given in Figs. 1–3, where
show the output light intensity distributions of a single so
ton and a soliton pair at different times, seen at the exit f
of the crystal. In all our results, thex axis is horizontal and
the external field points to the left. A Gaussian bea
launched into the crystal is initially diffracted while prop
gating through the crystal bulk~Fig. 1.1!. During the first
second, the beam is strongly focused to its elliptical sha
Within the next seconds@Figs. 1.4–1.11#, the beam starts
bending in the direction of the electric field, as it is know
from steady-state investigations. However, a closer look
the temporally resolved representation reveals that the b
experiences transient oscillations in its diameter, which m
result for a short time period in almost a doubling of t
former beam diameter. Figure 1.12 shows the steady s
after 7.5 s, where the bending distance is nearly five tim
the diameter (d'55mm) of the beam.

When two incoherent screening solitons are launched
the PR medium, they exhibit a complex interaction behav
due to the inherent anisotropy of their common poten
@18,22#. Domains of attraction and repulsion in the tran
verse plane may lead to the mutual rotation of the bea
spiraling of soliton trajectories, or to a wobbling of the cen
of mass of two solitons. In the following, we will restrict ou
analysis to the case of soliton interaction where both be

FIG. 1. Formation and dynamics of a single soliton of the cr
tal. The time interval between consecutive frames is 0.5 s, fram
shows the steady state 7.5 s after launching the beam.

FIG. 2. Rotation of a soliton pair.~a! Beams at the entrance fac
of the crystal, indicating the direction of skewing of both beam
Steady-state situation at the exit face~b! without and~c! with inter-
action. The pictures have been corrected to remove the disp
ment along thex axis due to bending.
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are launched skewed to each other into the nonlinear
dium, thus creating a complex spiraling behavior. We w
show that our time-resolved analysis may clarify the qu
tion, under which conditions different spiraling angles can
achieved in PR screening soliton interaction. Recently
tricky experimental arrangement was used to record f
DNA-like spiraling @13# in the steady-state representation

In Fig. 2, a typical interaction situation is depicted in
steady-state configuration. The first image@Fig. 2~a!# shows
the intensity distribution of the input beams, where beamA
has a slightly higher intensity than beamB. They are sepa-
rated along an axis tilted at' 44° with respect to thex axis,
having a symmetric initial angular momentum of 0.4° in t
x direction and an asymmetric one of 0.1°~beamB! in the y
direction. Figures 2~b! and 2~c! contain output intensity dis-
tributions for noninteracting~independent propagation! and
interacting solitons, respectively. The figure shows that
this particular case the mutual interaction results not only
attraction and repulsion, but also in a motion about the ce
of the beams. It can be interpreted as a small rotation
several degrees or a rotation of almost 2p.

When this situation is resolved in time, the insight into t
interaction behavior becomes much more transparent.
experimental results shown in Fig. 3 were realized formin
steady-state two-beam interaction configuration, and t
blocking and unblocking one of the interaction beams.
this means, the temporal evolution of the interaction can
much more clearly visualized than in the case of simu
neous formation. Moreover, the identification of each be
during the temporal evolution can be ensured at each t
step by blocking one of the beams. The sequence starts w
a single beam has reached steady state. Unblocking the
ond beam first leads to the formation of the soliton beam
its launching position~Fig. 3.2!. Subsequently, both beam
break up into different spatial components~Fig. 3.3!, until
they reappear in a clockwise rotated position~Fig. 3.6!. Then
beam B rotates counter-clockwise around beamA, and
reaches its steady-state position~Figs. 3.7–3.12!. Note that
the solitons turn around each other in an elliptical orbit,
was found in@13#.

The model describing the interaction of screening solito
in PR media is based on the paraxial approximation to
propagation of optical beams and the Kukhtarev mate

FIG. 3. Time-resolved complex rotation of a soliton pair. T
sequence starts when a second beam is launched onto a stead
soliton. The time interval between consecutive frames is 0.36 s
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equations@17,22#. The propagation of beams along thez axis
is described by the following equations:

F ]

]z
1u1•“2

i

2
¹2GA15

ig

2 S ]w

]x
2E0DA1 , ~1a!

F ]

]z
1u2•“2

i

2
¹2GA25

ig

2 S ]w

]x
2E0DA2 ~1b!

for the slowly varying envelopes of the two beamsA1(r ) and
A2(r ). The vectorsu1 andu2 specify the directions of beam
launching,“ is the transverse gradient, andg5k2n4w2r eff is
the medium-light coupling constant. Herek is the wave num-
ber of light,n is the index of refraction,w is the initial beam
spot size, andr eff is the effective element of the electro-opt
tensor. The transverse coordinatesx and y are scaled byw
and the propagation coordinatez is scaled by the diffraction
lengthLD5knw2. w is the electrostatic potential induced b
the light, whose evolution is described by the followin
time-dependent relaxation equation

t
]

]t
~¹2w!1¹2w1“w•“ ln I

5E0

]

]x
ln I 1

kBT

e
@“2 ln I 1~“ ln I !2#, ~2!

wheret is the relaxation time of the crystal andE0 is the
external field. The normalized intensityI 511uA1u21uA2u2

is measured in units of the saturation intensity. The terms
the right side of Eq.~2! describe the drift and diffusion o
charges in the crystal. The set of Eqs.~1! and ~2! is inte-
grated numerically by spectral methods for a range of ini
conditions that is close to the experimental situation
scribed above. Since the SBN crystal is rather slow~the re-
laxation timet is on the order of seconds!, the dynamics of
the beams is slaved to the crystal. Therefore, all temp
changes stem from the potential equation and the prop
tion of the beams can be separated from and nested w
the temporal integration loop.

The formation of a soliton, as seen in our numerical sim
lation, is presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 4~a! shows the tempora
evolution when diffusion is neglected as a contribution in
soliton formation process. The initial normalized intensity
the beam is 5, and its initial diameter isw515mm. Pro-
nounced oscillations of thex diameter of the beam can b
found. After t'8t the beam reaches its steady state. Th
initial oscillations are less distinct for beams of lower inte
sity and smaller width. The reason for the oscillation is t
symmetric nature of the Gaussian beam launched into
crystal, on the one hand, and the asymmetric nature of
screening on the other. Therefore, a beam needs a ce
time to settle into a spatial soliton shape. If a beam with
exact spatial soliton shape could be launched into the cry
this transient oscillating phase would be shortened. In F
4~b!, the diffusion of the charge carriers is considered.
reduce the transient oscillations, the initial intensity is
duced to 1.5, and the beam diameter is chosen to bw
512mm. The stages in the formation qualitatively follo
the stages visible in the experimental development, as
n
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sented in Fig. 1: first diffraction of the beam, followed b
focusing and bending until the steady state is reached.

For the case of interacting solitons, the launching
skewed beams at higher intensities offers the possibility
prolonged spiraling. A numerical example is presented

FIG. 5. Dynamical spiraling of a pair of solitons at the exit fac
numerical. The intensity of the beams is 5 and the initial tilt is70.8
and70.2 relative to the transverse axes. The first frame is take
t53t, subsequent frames atDt50.3t.

FIG. 4. Formation of a soliton beam; numerical simulatio
Temporal evolution across the beam at the exit face for a case
~a! negligible diffusion contribution and~b! diffusion contribution.
The beams propagate for 3.4 mm.
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Fig. 5, where tilted beams carrying an initial angular mom
tum relative to the origin are interacting. The trajector
observed are not simple, smooth spirals. The relative
tance of the beams oscillates while spiraling. The potentia
which the solitons rotate is not central. The attractive w
along they axis and the repulsive region along thex axis
break the symmetry and prevent indefinite spiraling. T
beams in Fig. 5 are initially set on a course that brings th
to a close proximity. When the solitons are close to ea
other and interact strongly, they entangle and their individ
identities are questionable. The light intensity distributio
do not show two distinct spots. Nonetheless, the two bri
spots reappear as the beams disentangle. We chose to p
numerically the case of two high-intensity well-separa
solitons that form two distinct bright spots as they intera
The sequence starts att53t, as the solitons disentangle aft
the initial close encounter. In the beginning~Fig. 5.1–5.7!
they rotate clockwise, then reverse the sense of rotatio
produce an oscillation around they axis. Afterwards, coun-
terclockwise spiraling continues for more than 300 degr
~Figs. 5.8–5.18! before the solitons freeze approximate
along they axis. The rotation does not proceed uniform
i.e., at Fig. 5.15 it speeds up, so that between Fig. 5.14
Fig. 5.16 the beams spiral for more than 180°. Note that
change in the rotation sense and a nonuniform rotation
z-
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also observed in the experiment shown in Fig. 3. Althou
the difference between the two cases is that the experime
performed for less intense beams at a different separa
distance, most of the important features of the spiraling
teraction are present in experiment and theory. Theref
temporally resolving the behavior gives insight into the co
plex interaction scenarios that take place during soli
propagation. Especially, effects of oscillations of the be
diameter and the beam separation distance as well as d
ent speeds of the rotational motion can be identified.

In summary, we have investigated the dynamics of form
tion and spiraling of 2D screening solitons in a PR SB
crystal. Both experimental investigation and numerical sim
lations of a theoretical model have been performed in a tim
resolved fashion. They provide insight into the details
soliton formation and interaction, having qualitatively co
sistent results. The special case of off-axis launching of t
beams in combination with an initial angular tilt results in
complicated motion of the solitons in the transverse pla
which are rotating about each other, twisting and turning
the region of attraction.

This work was partially supported by the Deutsche Fo
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